ABSTRACT: To cope with the High Luminosity LHC harsh conditions, the ATLAS inner tracker has to be upgraded to meet requirements in terms of radiation hardness, pile up and geometrical acceptance. The active edge technology allows to reduce the insensitive area at the border of the sensor thanks to an ion etched trench which avoids the crystal damage produced by the standard mechanical dicing process. Thin planar n-on-p pixel sensors with active edge have been designed and produced by LPNHE and FBK foundry. Two detector module prototypes, consisting of pixel sensors connected to FE-I4B readout chips, have been tested with beams at CERN and DESY. In this paper the performance of these modules are reported. In particular the lateral extension of the detection volume, beyond the pixel region, is investigated and the results show high hit efficiency also at the detector edge, even in presence of guard rings.
Introduction
Pixel sensors are the standard choice for the innermost layers of charged particle tracking and for vertexing at high energy colliders [1] [2] [3] . CERN plans to fully exploit the potential of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) by upgrading it into a high luminosity collider, the High Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) [4] . To provide the best possible tracking performance together with hermetic coverage, the new pixel sensors for the future HL-LHC ATLAS inner tracker (ITk) [5] must have a very large geometric acceptance, bearing in mind that detector module shingling will be very limited. For example, for the future ITk the distance from the active region to the cut edge of pixel modules has to be smaller than 100 µm [5] .
FBK-Trento and LPNHE-Paris produced pixel sensors prototypes characterized by a reduced dead area at the edge, whose width is compatible with the requirements for the upgrades of the ATLAS tracker [5] . The joint FBK-LPNHE [6] planar production was composed of 200 µm thick n-on-p sensors whose boundaries are delimited by an "active edge". The active edge is one of the possible choices to realize "edgeless" detectors, i.e. detectors with no (or very limited) insensitive area. Along the sensor border a trench is dug by deep reactive ion etch (DRIE), reaching through the whole thickness of the substrate (hence a support wafer is required). The trench is then doped with boron and filled with polysilicon. The cut realized through DRIE produces an edge region much less damaged than the one resulting from a standard diamond-saw cut. This leads to less generation centers hence lower leakage current generated at the border. Moreover, the edge doping prevents the depletion region from reaching the physical trench walls, hence carriers created at the edge do not experience an electric field, are not effectively separated and just recombine, without contributing significantly to the device leakage current. These pixel sensors were intended as a first step toward edgeless radiation hard pixel modules; for the latter thinner sensor wafers are needed, to better cope with the high fluences expected at the HL-LHC [5] .
In this paper the performances of pixel detector module prototypes are reported; the modules were composed by a pixel sensor taken from the joint FBK-LPNHE production, bump bonded to a FE-I4B readout chip [7] . The detectors were evaluated on beam; the main characteristics of the tested detectors are reported in Section 2. In Section 3, the experimental setup will be presented, including the beam line and the tracking telescope, the algorithms for track reconstruction and data analysis. Beam test results, including hit and charge collection efficiency, and spatial resolution will be presented in Sections 4; in particular the efficiency at the detectors edge will be discussed. Finally (Section 5) conclusions will be drawn and future plans will be presented.
Devices under test

Description of tested devices
Three sensors were bump-bonded to FE-I4B readout chips at IZM Berlin 1 . Each pixel sensor is composed of 336 rows × 80 columns of rectangular pixels cells whose dimensions are 50 µm × 250 µm. The main difference among the three sensors is the number of guard rings (GRs) surrounding the active area, ranging from zero to two. In Figure 1 a detail of the sensor edge can be seen for all the three samples. sensor. The black line at the top and on the right is the trench. The shortest distance from the pixels to the trench is 100 µm for all the three sensors. For LPNHE4 there is one GR surrounding the pixel matrix; for LPNHE7 there are two GRs. The pictures show also a temporary metal strip [8] shorting the pixels: it was used at wafer level for checking the sensor current but it was removed from the detectors tested in this work.
LPNHE5 has no GRs, LPNHE4 has one GR and LPNHE7 has two GRs. All sensors are 200 µm thick n-on-p and include a uniform p-spray implant on the pixels side to provide enough insulation among them. LPNHE4 and LPNHE5 sensors have, in addition, p-stops implants that surround the implants of pixels and GRs. The main characteristics of the devices are summarized in Table 1 . This paper covers results from the LPNHE5 and LPNHE7 devices. The LPNHE4 module was used in an irradiation experiment before the beam tests. Laboratory measurements after irradiation showed that, due to the lack of electrical insulation layer between the sensor and the FEI4-B readout chip (for a discussion of this issue see for example [9] ), it couldn't be biased up to full depletion. Hence there won't be results for irradiated detectors from this pixel sensors production.
During all measurements the innermost GR, if present, was kept at ground voltage by the FE-I4B readout chip; the second GR, when present, was left floating. The depletion voltage for all three devices was about 20 V.
The effect of GRs on the breakdown voltage can be seen in Figure 2 , where the current-voltage curves of test structures featuring FEI4-like pixels and different number of GRs are reported; the distance between the last pixels and the doped trench is 100 µm. These test structures come from the same wafer of the sensors tested on beam. The breakdown voltage increases by more than 70% (from 70 to 120 V) by adding a second, floating GR. The shortest distance from the pixels to the trench is 100 µm. The measurement for the test structure with 2 GRs was taken at a lower temperature with respect to the other two samples.
Detector configuration
Before laboratory and beam tests the threshold and gain settings of the readout electronics are carefully tuned. When choosing the threshold, a compromise has to be found between a high threshold, which decreases the number of noise hits but decreases the signal efficiency as well, and a low threshold, with opposite effects. For our detectors, a typical threshold is 1400 e, which corresponds to a tenth of the expected most probable value signal amplitude due to a minimum ionizing particle (MIP) crossing the sensor at normal incident angle. A typical result from threshold tuning [7, 10] can be see in Figure 3 ; the threshold dispersion is of the order 200 e. The signal amplitude in the sensor is measured in units of Time over Threshold (ToT): a clock counts when the shaped signal goes above threshold and stops when the signal falls below threshold; the difference between those two crossings is the ToT [7] . During the tuning of the electronics, the correspondence between ToT value and input charge is calibrated. 
Experimental setup 3.1 Beam lines, telescopes and data acquisition systems
The results presented in this publication are based on data taken at the DESY beam test facility 2 and at the CERN North Area experimental area 3 . At DESY 4 GeV/c momentum electrons were used; the beam was almost continuous. At CERN 120 GeV/c momentum positive pions were used; the time structure of the beam was organized in spills within a super cycle of a few tens of seconds.
At both laboratories the data were recorded using a copy of the Eudet/AIDA telescope [11] . This generation of beam telescopes consists of six detection planes equipped with the Mimosa26 [12] monolithic active pixel sensors, with a pitch of 18.4 µm. The data read out was triggered by the coincidence of plastic scintillators, whose area was of about 1 cm 2 . The data from the DUTs were recorded using two different Data Acquisition (DAQ) systems: the Reconfigurable Cluster Element (RCE) [13] system and the UsbPix [10] system. The typical averaged 4 trigger rate was in the range of 250-1000 Hz, depending on the beam conditions and on the DAQ system used for the devices under test (DUTs).
The DUTs were located between the two arms of the telescope (each arm having three detection planes). To screen the DUTs from the light, they were operated inside a cooling box, capable of maintaining the DUT temperature constant.
Analysis process and measured observables
The track reconstruction consists of a set of algorithms, implemented in the EUTelescope framework [14] , to process raw data into tracks.
After the data taking, as a first step a noisy pixels data bank is created both for telescope planes and DUTs, looking at pixels which fired at a frequency higher than a certain threshold; at later stages, signal from the pixels appearing in the data bank are discarded. Next comes the clustering step: in each plane neighboring pixels firing in the same bunch crossing are grouped together to form clusters. For each cluster, hit coordinates are computed in the global frame and a first alignment of the telescope planes and the DUTs is performed. The final alignment, based on the Millipede algorithm [15] , is then performed to align each DUT plane independently from other DUT planes. Eventually, tracks are reconstructed using a Kalman-filter based algorithm and a χ 2 fit is performed to obtain the best possible track parameters with hits on each plane. At the end of the process a ROOT [16] file is created containing basic observables ready to be analyzed in the data analysis framework, TBmon2 software [17] . TBmon2 allows studying the quantities discussed below.
Global, in-pixel and edge hit efficiency
The global hit efficiency is defined as the fraction of reconstructed tracks crossing a sensor that have an associated hit in that sensor. A bad bump bonding can degrade severely the efficiency of the sensor. The quoted efficiency is measured in a fiducial region, defined by the surface of the pixel module where each pixel cell is hit by at least 1 track. From Figure 4 it can be seen that the fiducial region, defined by the trigger scintillators area, is smaller than the surface of the detector. Nonetheless the uniformity in threshold show in Figure 3 is a good indication that the performance measured in the fiducial area can be taken as valid also outside it, hence the hit efficiency be interpreted as global.
The in-pixel hit efficiency is obtained by superimposing the 2D maps of efficiency as a function of the local position in each pixel cell of the sensor, the granularity of this analysis being of the order of the total pointing resolution (sum of the telescope resolution and the multiple scattering average shift). The in-pixel efficiency gives valuable information on the homogeneity of the charge collection, stressing the presence of low efficiency areas due, for instance, to permanent biasing structures. Our sensors do not include permanent biasing structures, since for testing purposes they are polarized thanks to a temporary metal line [8] , which is then removed before bump bonding.
To assess whether the active edge ensures a high hit efficiency in the area between the last pixels and the doped trench, an efficiency measurement as a function of the track position in the edge area is performed, using data collected with the beam focused on the edge area; see also Figure 4 .
The impact of the GRs on the efficiency is studied by comparing numerical device simulations with the edge hit efficiency profiles. The lateral depletion can be investigated looking at the edge efficiency performance for several values of the bias voltage.
Hit residuals and spatial resolution
The hit residuals are defined as the difference between hit position in the sensor and the position of the intersection between the associated reconstructed track and the DUT. The study of the residual distribution gives valuable information on the sensor spatial resolution after accounting for the pointing resolution of the telescope, multiple scattering and charge sharing between neighboring pixels. The multiple scattering at CERN SPS has a significantly smaller effect compared to the detector resolution as beam particles are high momentum pions of 120 GeV/c. The spatial resolution is obtained from the RMS of the residual distribution for all clusters. The main components of the clusters residuals distribution are:
• The residual distribution of one-pixel clusters. This distribution is expected to be flat and to span over a width compatible with the pixel implant one (36 µm in the short pixel side). However, since the pointing resolution of the telescope smear the edges of the flat distribution, the residuals can be fitted by a flat distribution convoluted with a Gaussian, whose width gives an estimation of the telescope pointing resolution, convoluted with the multiple scattering induced shift [18] .
• The residual distribution for two-pixels clusters. The charge sharing occurs in an area between two pixels which is narrower than the pixel pitch, consequently the spatial resolution for a two-pixels cluster is better than for a one-pixel cluster. The distribution is fitted with 2 Gaussians: a narrow one which is the true residual distribution for two-pixels clusters and a broad outlier Gaussian which takes into account badly reconstructed hits. The RMS of the narrower Gaussian gives an estimation of the spatial resolution for two-pixels clusters. The area of the narrow Gaussian over the area of the sum of the two Gaussians is the fraction of correctly reconstructed two-pixels clusters.
Results for tested detectors 4.1 Global Hit Efficiency
The hit efficiency has been investigated at CERN SPS and DESY with a set of two thresholds corresponding to an input charge of 1400 electrons or 1600 electrons and for various bias points. The global hit efficiency is higher than 97.5 % for both the LPNHE5 and LPNHE7 sensors, as shown in Figure 5 . For LPNHE7 at the CERN SPS with a threshold of 1400 electrons, two beam configurations were investigated, one with the beam focused on the center of the sensor (open triangles), the other with the beam focused on the edge of the sensor (full triangles). Biasing the sensor above 25 V allows the sensors to reach a 98 % efficiency whatever the threshold. Figure 6 . Pixel scheme (top) with inner structures: n + -implant, metal contacts, bump bond pad, p-stop... and in pixel efficiency (bottom) for LPNHE7 at 40 V.
In-Pixel Hit Efficiency
As observed in Figure 6 , the in-pixel efficiency is very homogeneous. This high homogeneity shows the interest of using a temporary metal to bias the sensors for electrical tests before bumpbonding instead of adding a permanent structure such as punch-through bias dots. A tiny drop of efficiency can be observed at the pixel corner, where it decreases to 95%. This is due to the charge sharing occurring between 3 or 4 neighboring pixels. In those clusters, the charge induced in one of the pixels could be under threshold and then not taken into account, which biases the hit reconstruction and the hit efficiency.
Edge Efficiency
The hit efficiency at the detector edge for both LPNHE5 and LPNHE7 is presented in Figure 7 . LPNHE5 and LPNHE7 were measured at DESY and at CERN respectively; the threshold was set to 1600 (1400) e for LPNHE5 (LPNHE7), while the bias voltage was 40 V for both detectors. Thanks to the active edge technology both detectors are efficient even in the un-instrumented area: for both LPNHE5 and LPNHE7 the efficiency is higher than 50% up to about 90 µm away from the last pixel, that is only 10 µm from the cut edge. This performance meets the specifications of ATLAS ITk pixel modules [5] in terms of distance from the active region to the cut edge.
As a reminder, LPNHE7 has 2 GRs, one connected to ground laying between 13 µm and 50 µm from the last pixel, one floating between 55 µm and 80 µm; LPNHE5 has no GRs. The behavior of the 2 samples is rather similar in the first 30 µm, where the efficiency is basically flat. Then the efficiency drops faster for LPNHE5, while for LPNHE7 the efficiency is a plateau between 0 and -50 µm then it smoothly decreases to reach 90 % at -80 µm, before sharply dropping to 0.
Even if data taking conditions were different and clearly sub-optimal for LPNHE5 (higher threshold, multiple scattering, ...), the detector is still quite efficient in the edge area. In particular, it is to be noted that the slope of the hit efficiency curve is consistent with the smearing in the telescope tracking resolution due to the multiple scattering. Nevertheless, further tests on active edge sensors without GRs are necessary, with better experimental conditions. For LPNHE7, the good performance in terms of efficiency in the edge area indicates that the presence of GRs does not degrade too much the hit efficiency, even in the area of the innermost connected GR.
To better understand the efficiency in the GRs region, two dimensional numerical simulations (for details see [6] ) were run; the edge area of sensors with 0 and 2 GRs and a 100 µm distance between the last pixel and the doped trench were studied. The results are shown in Figure 8 for a simulated bias voltage value was 40 V. From Figure 8 it can be seen that the GRs do not deeply influence the electric field lines. The charge carriers, following the electric field lines, are collected by the last pixels if they are electrons or by the trench or backside if they are holes. This seems to be the case from the simulation results, except for electrons generated within a small depth below the GRs. This picture is consistent with the efficiency results shown in Figure 7 .
From Figure 8 it can also be seen that the depleted area is slightly larger for the sensors with 2 GRs and extends till the sensor edge: the GRs are contributing to the depletion of the sensor bulk. The simulated electric field magnitude in Figure 8 shows a weak electric field region in the bottom left corner; this is due to the presence of two close equipotential planes, the doped trench and the sensor backside. Carriers generated here drift so slowly that they do not produce a signal during the useful integration time of the read-out electronics, and the efficiency drops.
In summary, based on the above results, supported by numerical simulations, it can be stated that GRs do not preclude the possibility to have edgeless detectors; their presences make possible at the same time high hit efficiency at the detector edge, by extending laterally the depletion region, and high breakdown voltage (as shown in Figure 2 ).
In order to further investigate the lateral depletion of the LPNHE7 sensor in the un-instrumented area between the last pixel and the trench, the hit efficiency was measured as a function of the track distance from the edge for several values of the bias voltage, as shown in Figure 9 . The edge efficiency is highest at 40 V, where the lateral depletion is such that the efficiency exceeds 50% up to a distance of 90 µm from the pixel edge. At 20 V, the lateral depletion is clearly not completed as the 50% efficiency point is reached at 60 µm. The 30 V efficiency profile is quite close to the 40 V curve, although the high efficiency (>95%) in the region between 50 µm and 70 µm is possible only at the 40 V. A few events yield non zero efficiency up to 20 µm beyond the edge. This is consistent with the spatial resolution of the hits formed by one pixel cell.
Spatial resolution
By looking at the RMS of the cluster residuals reported in Figure 10 (data taken at CERN), the spatial resolution in the short direction of the pixel can be evaluated to be ∼ 11.5 µm. This is better than the expected digital resolution for 50 µm pitch sensors, i.e. 50µm / √ 12 14.4 µm. The main reason is of course the presence of clusters formed by two pixels. Residual distribution of LPNHE7 for all clusters in the short pixel direction (50 µm pitch). The RMS of the residual is about 11.5 µm Figure 11 . Left: residual distribution for clusters of 1 pixel cell fitted with a box function convoluted with a Gaussian. Right: residual distribution in logarithmic scale of two pixels clusters,fitted with the sum of two Gaussians.
The two histograms in Figure 11 show respectively the residual distribution in the narrow pixel direction for one and two pixels clusters. The RMS of the residuals for clusters of one pixel is of the order of 14 µm which is compatible with the expected digital resolution. The distribution is fitted with a box function convoluted with a Gaussian; the pointing resolution of the telescope (convoluted with the multiple scattering effect due to the cooling box for the DUTs) which is obtained by looking at the RMS of the Gaussian, is of the order of 5.5 µm. The residuals distribution of clusters of two pixels is fitted by a convolution of a narrow core Gaussian and a broad outlier Gaussian, the latter to account for badly reconstructed hits. From the fit, the percentage of correctly reconstructed hits is 86 % and the width of the charge sharing region, given by the RMS of the core Gaussian, is of the order of 7.8 µm. From those plots it is clear that optimizing the number of two-pixels clusters significantly improves the spatial resolution.
Conclusions and Outlook
The HL-LHC conditions demand for a completely new tracker for the ATLAS experiment. To fully exploit the dataset expected at the end of the HL-LHC, the new detector has to be placed as close as possible to the interaction point, which poses severe constraints on the new tracker structure. In particular, the possibility of shingling the pixel modules is very limited, especially along the beams direction, which imposes limits on the insensitive area at the detector periphery.
In this work it was shown that the active edge technology allows a drastic reduction of the dead area at the detector periphery. The doped trench at the detector edge allows the depleted area to extend almost to the border of the silicon sensor, without drawing any current from the edge, and making it possible to have a hit efficiency higher than 90% up to 80 µm from the last pixel cell, hence assuring very high hit efficiency almost everywhere in the detector volume. It was also shown that the presence of guard rings does not degrade the hit efficiency; on the contrary, guard rings help the lateral extension of the depleted region and don't interfere severely with charge collection, making it possible at the same time to achieve a high hit efficiency in the sensor edge area and fairly large operation voltages.
New planar pixel productions exploiting the active edge technology are under development at FBK-Trento, in collaboration with LPNHE-Paris and INFN-Italy. The goal is to reduce the sensor thickness, to better cope with the radiation damage, to further reduce the size of the insensitive edge area and to have smaller pixels for better performance at higher particle rates.
